




Note from the Editorial Team

Dear readers,
As pen is to paper
Creative expression is to a well rounded development.
The last few years gone by, have left our students' pulsing minds bursting 
with innumerable thoughts, ideas and creative seeds but unfortunately not 
many avenues which gave them a chance at expression.
We have all experienced a surge of emotions which have at moments 
brought a smile and at some moments a tear, nonetheless we have grown 
through it together.We have collectively, against all odds managed to keep 
schooling alive via digital means and are now back to the new normal .
Keeping this in mind, Royal Global School decided to curate and dedicate a 
magazine solely to the middle school ranging from Grade 6 to Grade 8. Here, 
we believe not in controlling minds rather we seek to liberate minds . 
This magazine comes to you as a labor of love of our students where they 
have worked diligently at designing the cover page, selecting the content, 
and editing it .
As we bring to you the second edition of Mirror Junior we hope you enjoy 
flipping through it and reading it as much as our students enjoyed putting 
it together for our readers .
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Events
Inter House Competition-MERAKI
The Inter House Competition, MERAKI was held on 12th & 13th of August, 2022. 
The theme for the competition was ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’ where the four 
houses of the school GANDHI, MOTHER TERESA, VIVEKANANDA & TAGORE 
participated with full enthusiasm and zest. During the lockdown period of two 
years, the competitions were held only through the online platform. So, after 
this gap, students participated in all the events with much zeal and vigour. The 
house mistresses and all other teachers were also in their competitive spirits to 
garner more points for their respective houses. Competitions were held for 
four events: Group Song, Group Dance, One-Act Play and Declamation. In all 
these four events, the participants from all the four houses participated           
enthusiastically and the following houses bagged the first position in the      
various categories:

Group Dance- Tagore House
Group Song-Mother Teresa House

One Act Play-Tagore House
Declamation -Gandhi House
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To enhance the overall learning process of our students, the teachers of Grade 
VI A, B, and C organized the inter section grade competition wherein the 
students got an opportunity to display and hone their oratory skills by             
participating. Keeping in view the No Bag Saturdays, the competitions were  
held on 11th of June and 30th of July. In this competition, the three sections of 
Grade VI were divided into 2 groups and students from both the groups            
alternatively participated in the two competitions, English Poem Recitation and 
Sanskrit Shloka Recitation. Students learnt and eagerly participated on both the 
Saturday. Deserving students were awarded books from the school book     
treasury.

The winners on Saturday 11th June 2022 were:

ENGLISH RECITATION COMPETITION
1st Diya Sarawgi 
2nd Aniket Mitra
3rd Charvi Rathi

SHLOKA RECITATION COMPETITION
1st Urshita Jain
2nd Sia Sonthalia
3rd Prisha Bhati

The winners of the inter section grade 
competition held for Grade VI on
Saturday 30th July 2022 were:

ENGLISH RECITATION COMPETITION
1st Sia Sonthalia 
2nd Prisha Bhati and Tieara Agarwala
3rd Durjay

SHLOKA RECITATION COMPETITION
1st Diya Sarawgi
2nd Arham Jain
3rd Darsh Jain and Dhairya Sarawgi

Inter Section Grade Competitions



On 5th of August, 2022, Sarla Birla Gyan Jyoti School,Guwahati organized an 
inter school competition in Hindi which was named, ‘Anubhuti Ek Ehsaas’. 
Students of Royal Global School participated in the competition that had six 
events-Doha Vachan, Knowledge of Word, Bhajan, Declamation, Street Play 
and Quiz. Students of Royal Global school won many prizes and made us 
proud. Arush Agarwal of Grade 5 won first and Arjun Agarwal of Grade 5 won 
3rd prize in Doha Vachan .In declamation Preesha Jain of Grade 8, Kreesha Jain 
of Grade 8,Praneet Pandey of Grade 8,Taneesh Behera of Grade 7, Shanvi      
Agarwal and Adarshini Deb of Grade 7 won the 2nd prize.
In the quiz competition Huma Kanta of Grade 9 and Shivansh Singal of Grade 
9 won the 2nd prize.

Anubhuti Ek Ehsaas



The Middle school students have their assembly on Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
where each section showcases their talents when the turn is of that particular 
section. Accordingly Special Assemblies are also held based on any                    
approaching special occasion in that particular week. Sanskrit Divas was 
observed on 10th August and students of the middle school along with a few 
students from junior school performed skits and made speeches and recited 
poems on that day. On 19th August, students of Grade 7B performed dances 
and skits on the ocassion of Janmashtami, the birthday of Lord Krishna. In a 
similar manner, Grade 8A, in the assembly conducted by them reiterated the 
beliefs and values propounded by Mother Teresa.

Special Assemblies



Royal Global School celebrated the International Day of Yoga in the true spirit 
of ‘yoga’ on 21st of June 2022  within the school premises. Students along with 
the teaching and non-teaching staff gathered at different locations       
pre-identified by the yoga and sports faculty and performed synchronized 
yoga and pranayama with music played centrally all over the school campus. 
The hour long programme was conducted by our yoga teacher, Mr Jayesh 
Kumar Gosain in which honorable chairman- Dr A. K. Pansari, Principal- 
Anubha Goyal and Vice Principal- Binita Jain also actively participated.

Yoga Day
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The female faculty and staff of Royal Global School attended a very                     
informative programme on Financial Awareness conducted by Sapient expert, 
Vaishali Goenka. She led the UDAAN presentation with the faculty and staff 
members. The programme was aimed at raising awareness to increase financial                
independence among the women folk of North East. She was joined by Dr 
Ronica Baruah, Udaan Brand Ambassador and Director and Chief of Metropolis 
Lab Services.

Udaan



On 17th August 2022, an engrossing capacity building session was conducted 
by Founder and CEO, Mahattattva, Dr Deepti Sawhney and Ms Pramugdha 
Kataria in collaboration with CBSE and Google India at Royal Global School, on 
the intelligent usage and implementation of cyber technology. The two hour 
programme was attended not only by the teachers of Royal Global School but 
also by teachers of different educational institutions of the city. The learnings 
were shared by the class teachers with their respective classes following which 
certificates of completion were issued to teachers and students by Skill          
Education and Training wing of CBSE.

Internet Awesome Workshop
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To mark 76 years of India’s independence under the patronage of Azadi ka Amrit 
Mahotsav, the Royal Global School grandly celebrated the 76th Independence Day 
of the nation on 15th August 2022. The most awaited celebration commenced with 
the arrival of dignitaries and distinguished guests; Chairman, Dr A. K. Pansari, Mr. 
A.K. Modi, VC, Royal Global University, Prof. Dr S. P. Singh. The prestigious Flag was 
then hoisted and followed by a March Past Parade by the school contingent, NCC 
cadets as well as the Brass band. The Head of School, Ms Anubha Goyal delivered 
a speech urging the students to imbibe the spirit of patriotism. Then the VC of 
Royal Global University, Prof. Dr S. P. Singh also gave a speech on inculcating 
human values amongst us. Thereafter, the august gathering was mesmerized by 
beautifully orchestrated performances enacted by the students depicting the spirit 
of patriotism. 
To mark the completion of 75 glorious years of our country’s independence, Royal 
Global School and the Royal Global University organized a ‘Prabhat Pheri’ wherein 
a Royal cavalcade of buses, with other vehicles moved around the city playing 
patriotic songs and displaying the Tricolour.

Independence Day



The Investiture Ceremony of the Prefect Council of Royal Global School was 
held on 27 August 2022 for the current session, 2022-23. The ceremony was 
graced by the presence of the head of school- Anubha Goyal, Vice Principal- 
Binita Jain, teachers and students of the senior school. The ceremony           
commenced with the lighting of the lamp as a tribute to Maa Saraswati during 
which a melodious prayer recital was performed, invoking the blessings of the 
goddess. 
The new office bearers entered the auditorium marching to the beats of the 
drum led by the Head Girl, Gazala Fida Sabbir and Head Boy, Nihal Raj Nath. 
The Head of school and Vice Principal gave away the sashes and badges to the 
beaming leaders. The Principal entrusted the prestigious school flag to the 
Head Girl. The Heads of CCA and Sports gave away their designated flags to 
newly elected CCA and Sports captains respectively. The House Mistresses of 
the four different houses then came onstage to entrust the House Flags to the 
newly elected House Captains. Finally, the oath was solemnized by the          
Principal of the school to the new heads. The new council members of 2022-23 
are:

Gazala Fida Sabbir (Head Girl)
Nihal Raj Nath (Head Boy)

Swarashi Jain (CCA Captain)
Royina Khaund (Deputy CCA Captain)

Livok Chenla (Sports Captain)
Zafar Iqbal Baksh (Deputy Sports Captain)

Investiture Ceremony
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This year, Royal Global School celebrated teacher’s day with the theme - Wild 
West. The teachers and students alike, decked up in cowboy hats and jackets 
which filled the auditorium with an infectious vibrant energy. To start off, 
respects were paid to the revered former President and inspirational teacher 
Late Sri Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan; Vice Principal-Binita Jain wished the       
gathering and announced the inclusion of a new member in the RGS fraternity- 
Dr. Arun Prakash, as Director, RGS.. The teachers thoroughly enjoyed the         
celebration which was strewn with a series of performances by the students of 
Grades 9-12.

The students of Classes 4-8 celebrated Teachers' Day in advance on 3rd        
September. Students of each class made their teachers proud and excited to 
see them performing.  The children cheerfully grooved to the tunes of             
Bollywood songs, giving their best to show their love to the teachers.

Teachers' Day 2022



Articles
The beauty of nature

The scenic beauty has taken me over,
the city life is finally rebounding,
The beauty of nature like the old days,
the nearby fields have drawn me in.

The cars have stopped,
and cycles are the new trend.
This is an out of blue change,
I never expected to see.

The trees have started growing,
and the plants have started blooming again,
as if saying hi,
to all the beauty that surrounds them.

The sound of the rain is so soothing to our ears,
that it makes every human overcome what they most fear.
Everywhere you see, greenery attracts your eye,
everywhere you smell, you smell the breath
of the divine.

The priceless treasures of mother nature,
are always the best places for leisure.
The loveliness of the bees, the howling of the wolves,
the friendly creatures teaching us to live in harmony,
has always been a blessing to mankind.

It is our responsibility to be the keepers,
of our ever growing nature.
God has given us the most beautiful paintings,
a gift to see our mother earth everyday fill with greetings.

Nikita Bora VI A



THE FORGOTTEN LOVE
 
Somewhere in the woods 
I hear the sound of your laughter 
a wave of memory 
hits me harder. 

Looking at the bright white moon
seeing a glimpse of us there, 
I wish you were here 
just to embrace me once. 

To my lost love 
I want you here, with me
sitting right next to the lake 
while we make jokes and laugh with glee. 

Being someone so close to me, 
leaving me behind like a fallen leaf of a tree
does it not hurt you? 
Oh, my lost love 
our story was not the one to be ended. 

Vuyashi Choudhury VII A

FUTURE SELF

Isn’t it surprising? 
How we grow up too fast. 

Wondering about the future, 
while we forget the past. 

Learning new things everyday, 
wanting to be the way 

I want. 
To my future self, 

work as hard as you can 
because at the end, 

it always pays off. 

To my future self, 
I hope you are dreaming 

just as I am, 
but, are you dreaming about the what I am? 

Probably something else you are wondering about
where are you future self? 

somewhere else, 
living a different life than me? 

Dear future self, 
no matter the storms in your life, 

have faith in yourself and fight.
 

 Vuyashi Choudhury VII A



IN PURSUIT OF FREEDOM

We are all proud of our India
and that is permanent,
whatever trouble has come forward
with courage, skill and intelligence, we faced our predicament.

We sleep safe and content every night because of
Heroes who gave their all so,
that instead of a lifetime of slavery
we wake up to a better tomorrow.

We always think of these famous fighters
Gandhi, Bhagat Singh, Tilak and Bose,
but our respect should also go to
the common people who chose
to work towards a free country
and let their next generation happily grow.

Our country is a land born through blood
of martyrs who lost their lives,
to make ours free of
worries and strife.
We give our respects to those bravehearts
who rest in solitude,
the ones who deserve our
sincere and never-ending gratitude.

Nishant Hazarika VI C

THE LOST ONE
 

My lost, loved one
I can’t think of anything but you,

It’s been so long since I last saw your face,
but to be honest, it’s true,

It feels like you’ve disappeared without a trace,
I am desolate, and now my heart is sore,

But now the past is long gone,
without you, my life is no more,

So, I must move on,
your fingerprints were all around my room,

my heart is filled with loneliness,
and my life is on a doom,

It’s night and darkness,
the last bit of your memory, is something I would 

hold to my heart,
I would cherish you forever and never part.

 
Swagat Mohapatro VIII A



EQUANIMITY

Infinity and beyond, 
the water seems to flow
spreading prosperity where it’s bound to go. 

As I hear the rumbling surf,
 I feel at peace. 
Contrasting the strength 
of the “mighty” beast. 

And staring at this unending beauty, 
I find solace in its every wave. 
For when my thoughts grow too loud, 
and I feel distressed, 
it’s this equanimity I crave.

Aishani Borah VIII B
THE TIME I FLEW A KITE

 
As soon as I reached home

there was a gust of wind pushing me away
and at that time I knew today would be a good day.

I ran home as fast as I could
and there I stood,

watching my mother with a kite in a good mood.

I gazed at the sky, while people were gazing at their screens
The sky was so beautiful, it was a gradient of blue and green.

I had no experience or skills at flying a kite but, I tried and tried I did 
with all my might.

I didn't know which way the wind blew the best.

Was it east or west ?
So, I looked at the Indian flag, fluttering in the breeze like a tempest

This bought my doubts to a halting rest.

And there it flew,
my kite flew over the horizon

And when it flew with the birds
there my face brightened.

at the end of the day,
my smile didn't fade away.

Ankush Bezbaruah VII C 



MY ANNOYING ELDER SISTER (LIMERICK)

My sister’s fond of painting my nails
My attempt always fails.

I try to find a remover
But she hides it in Vancouver
And forgets that I’m a male.

 Swagat Mohapatro VIII A

AN ANSWER 

One glimpse of her and I knew,
she is the best teacher of few.
She took me to the outer  world
with the key to the learning world.

Thousands told ,by me it couldn't be done 
but with a giggle she replied,
that even if it couldn't 
I would be the one
Who wouldn't say so till I tried.

Adarshini Deb VII C

MY TEACHER, MY ALL

A philosopher,a mentor, an ocean of knowledge
my helping hand,who's always been there
teaching me ever so many things
and with utmost care.

Everyday I come into school
I see your smiling face
you help me get through 
this tough knowledge maze.

My entire life I've been
preparing for a certain test
but you're the one who
reminds me that all I have to do
is do my very best.

Urvi Bora VI C

SHADES OF PAPA 

You wake up as a night owl
and sleep like an early bird

Although 4 , isn't a time to growl
you're ready in the kitchen undeterred

I love my tiffin and breakfast that you cook,
and the sudden ice cream trips that we took.

You don't need to teach me off the book
as you cook up  stories to feed me by fluke.

You're the world's best father , that's cliché 
but I can't help because that's true

I love all shades of you
because after all you are my most favourite hue.

Diya Sarawgi VI A



IS MONEY THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF OUR LIVES?

Do you think the amount of money made by an individual is the most               
important part of their lives?In my view, I think money is a prominent part of 
our lives, but there are things way more important than money, such as our 
family, friends, loved ones, healthcare, and education. We require money to pay 
for everything  which can make our lives easier. The food we eat, the shelter, 
paying the medical bills, and providing our children with a good and proper 
education. Money is just a mere commodity, which people have high demands 
for and would do anything just to acquire, so people work diligently with their 
jobs, expecting to be paid a higher sum of money for their hard work and        
efficient effort. It allows us to trade goods and services, and without money in 
our lives, the entire industries of banking and finance would become                 
unwanted. People would likely go back to the barter system where we used to 
get goods by exchanging other goods. Money can help us achieve life goals, 
but it can’t really buy happiness. It indeed provides us with safety & protection 
for us and our family & loved ones.

Swagat Mohapatro VIII A

A DREAM

Nobody tells you how loud the sound of silence is. At that moment, I felt I could 
hear everything and nothing at the same time. I could hear the sounds of 
splashing water telling me, “You all don’t care for me, I am leaving you all. 
Bye!!” I could also hear the sounds of many people’s footsteps coming towards 
me with different weapons in their hand fighting for water. My eyes opened 
and I stopped dreaming. That serene and beautiful summer morning turned 
out to be the most dreadful and spooky morning of my life.
That thought of my dream continuously wandered in my mind the entire time 
I was in school. I was not able to concentrate on anything else other than that 
dream. That day in school, my teacher too explained to us about the water        
wastage in our world. She said, “We all never care for the thing we get for free. 
Water is a natural resource that is renewable but we are using it so                     
unnecessarily that we are going to face water scarcity in future. We have many 
resources of water but the lakes, rivers and ponds are being littered by us. So, 
we must conserve water and use it carefully.” After I reached home that day 
and sat for lunch, my mother asked me to wash my hands. I left the tap open 
and then again, my mother told me about water scarcity and asked me to shut 
the tap.After that I rested but the incidents of the day kept wandering in my 
mind. I was wondering why this term kept reiterating again and again to me. 
This thought gained more power and I became determined to stop the water 
wastage. I made up my mind to start conserving water myself and ask others 
too. I decided to start an awareness camp for other students like me to            
encourage them to conserve water. 
This is just a story but it can be true if we don’t conserve water and use it 
unjustly. It is the duty of each and every individual civilian to conserve water to 
save the world from the upcoming disaster.

Swaja Jain  VIII A



SCHOOL

Very big rooms and benches for two,                                                                                                                                            
walls full of charts, green, red and blue.                                                                                                                                     

Many such rooms and wonderful playgrounds,                                                                                                                              
‘Where is this?’ This is school!

Science is fun, it’s very interesting,                                                                                                                                                   
I try and keep my cool, but it’s just so exciting!                                                                                                                                

Tests for starch and research on bones                                                                                                                                         
and an hour of writing!

Maths is cool, the formulas are easy,                                                                                                                                                 
the questions are called problems, though they are not!                                                                                                  

What is 39+87?’ That’s not tough!                                                                                                                                                    
but writing? Definitely a lot!

Very big rooms and benches for two,                                                                                                                                            
walls full of charts, green, red and blue.                                                                                                                                     

Many such rooms and wonderful playgrounds,                                                                                                                              
‘Where is this?’ This is school!

Hindi is a bit tough, but it’s still OK,                                                                                                                                          
I try and keep up, and I manage doing it.                                                                                                                                     

Reading and writing is very easy,                                                                                                                                                  
but I still get scared when Sir shouts, ‘SIT!’

English is the best, it’s my favourite,                                                                                                                                           
Grammar is not hard, so is reading and writing.                                                                                                                                           

I finish an English novel every ten days,                                                                                                                                      
sometimes I think a book’s better than playing! 

School is cool, not literally, though,                                                                                                                                                                
I make a lot of friends, and some foes!

SST is just epic,                                                                                                                                                                                  
Civics is basically about our country socially,                                                                                                                             

Geography is about the earth and it’s landscapes,                                                                                                                           
and History is like a very, very long story
There are many more subjects in school,                                                                                                                                   

But if I tell you, you’ll get bored,                                                                                                                                                    
‘Cause there are so many more subjects,                                                                                                                                   

your eyes will become sore.
So school is amazing, that’s for sure,                                                                                                                                              

especially games, when I say,                                                                                                                                                              
“Let’s play TT” or “Take out a chessboard”!                                                                                                                                          

Games always makes up for a bad day!  

contd...
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I am average at everything, except Sanskrit,                                                                                                                                
It is just too hard,                                                                                                                                                                                

I can’t understand anything,                                                                                                                                                              
and that hurts just like a glass shard.

So this is school, its lots of fun,                                                                                                                                                    
I learn and play like everyone,                                                                                                                                                              

and though blazing hot is the sun,                                                                                                                                                
I love school more than anyone!

Nishant Hazarika VI C



Twenty Stars in the Sky of Stories is a book 
published by Scholastic Writer's Academy and 
it included stories written by the following 
students of Royal Global School

1. Anuska Saikia VI A 

2. Swagat Mohapatro VIII A 

3. Aadritt Mazumdar VIII A 

4. Daksh Beriwal VIII A

5. Aishani  Borah VIII B

Students of Royal Global School won numerous medals at the Kamrup 
District Speed Skating Competition organized by- Guwahati Roller Sports 
Academy & Dispur Skating Academy.
 

1. Abheek Singha Grade VIII A

   500 Mt Ring race, Gold Medal.

2. Mishka Singhal Grade VII B

    500 Mt Ring race,  Gold Medal 

3. Sia Sonthalia Grade VI A 

    500 Mt Ring race,  Silver Medal

Awards and Recognitions



Art Speaks

Unnati Sharma VII-A Samaira Jain VI-C 

Saumyata Sethi VIII-C



Art Speaks

Hiyashree Kalita VIII-A Vedika Patni VIII-A

Samriddhi Agarwal VIII-C Khushal Gupta VII-C



Fun Corner

Find the Hidden Objects



Sudoku
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